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ABSTRACT:
Prof Dr Ishtiaq H.Qureshi had written in his book(1);The Muslim Community of the Indo-Pakistan
Subcontinent;about Memon community that when and where did they embraced Islam.?Many
books have been written on this topic but still this matter is debatable among the Memon and non
Memon  scholars.According to some scholars:Memon belong to the people of Right Wing of the
army () MEMONAH of Muhammad bin Qaasim,who conquered Sind in 711,AD.
Some researchers relate it to Syed yusuf Ud Din Gilani in 1422,AD.Opinion of some scholars is
that they embraced Islam in different periods and parts.
In this article most popular opinion is discussed and other opinions will be discussed later.
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One of the most famouse of these missioneries was the celebrated Saint, Syed Yosuf-al-Din
a descendent of Abdul Qadir Jilani, who lidden in a dream to leave Baghdad for India, and
Convent its bitants to Islam. He came to Sind in 1422 and after Labouring there for ten
years, he succeded in wining over to Islam 700 families of Lohana Cast etc". 

 











 Bomby Gazetteer 
"They have an other saint Syed Buzurg Ali, the lineal descesdent of their first Converter
Syed Yousuf -ud-din, to whom though they honour him more then the other guide, they
made no payments, Being in a very poor state, the friends of this pir, laterly (1873)
published a book, called the Ibraz-al-Hak, containny the History of Meman Conversion,
the pedigree of the pir, and a copy of a dacument passed to Syed Yosuf-ul-din by the
Memon, Binding themsalves and their descendents, to maintain, even if in doing so they
were to be sold as slaves, the pir an his descendents. Since this book was published the
Memon have begun to fulfil the promise, made by their fore fathers."
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Published by: Memon Book Foundation of Pakistan, 46, Sindh Madrasat-ul-Islam
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